Objectives and Methods: More than 7100 electronic diaries from 80 patients with chronic pain (mean: 89.3, range 30-115) entered multilevel analyses to establish the statistical prediction of disability by pain intensity and by psychological functioning (fear avoidance, cognitive, and spousal pain responses). We also tested the differences between prechronic, recently chronic, and persistently chronic pain in the prediction of disability (impaired physical and mental capacity, pain interference with activities, immobility due to pain).
INTRODUCTION

Focus of the Study
Real-time momentary assessment with an electronic diary was employed to investigate the role of psychological functioning in chronic pain. The aims were to: 1) establish the relationships between psychological pain responses and, respectively, pain intensity and disability in 80 pain patients; and 2) test whether these associations differ in the persistently chronic, recently chronic, and prechronic phases of a chronic pain disorder (CPD). Part I of the study focused on CPD pain intensity, regarding its psychological prediction and potential differences induced in these predictions by pain duration. 1 The present part II focuses on CPD disability and covers the same issues.
The existing knowledge of psychologic functioning in CPD is largely based on cross-sectional and retrospective selfreport, which entails potential problems. First, recall biases the retrospective assessment of pain [2] [3] [4] [5] and generally produces an overestimation. 2, 3, 6, 7 Second, pain, psychological responses and disability are fluctuating states, and this can at best be partly captured by cross-sectional self-report. Paper diaries do not offer an optimal solution to these issues because of instrument reactivity [8] [9] [10] and low adherence. 11 Electronic diaries are clearly superior: reactivity is absent, 12 compliance and patient satisfaction are high, [12] [13] [14] and, when employed to sample realtime data in response to randomized programed signals, recall bias is avoided and momentary fluctuation adequately seized. 2 The method we refer to is known as ''experience sampling method'' (ESM) or ''ecological momentary assessment'' (EMA). 1 In contrast to paper diaries, [15] [16] [17] data obtained electronically with these methods produce only moderate concordance with cross-sectional assessments of pain, even when pain recall and momentary pain report cover the same week. 18, 19 Methods thus matter and cross-sectional and realtime report simply are not equivalent. 2 We therefore intended to Part I of the present study showed that 40% of the total variance in pain intensity was explained by the patients' fearavoidance and cognitive pain responses and, to a lesser extent, by spousal responses to pain. 1 These results substantiate the impact of psychologic functioning in CPD and underscore the dimension of suffering in chronic pain. 22 Pain duration had no impact on these associations. This may be taken to accord with the focus of CPD theory on the role of fear-avoidance and other aspects of psychological functioning in initiating and maintaining chronic pain disability, 23 whereas potential changes in the psychologic prediction of chronic pain intensity in the course of CPD development seem to receive less attention.
The present part II of the study will establish the degree to which psychological pain responses explain variance in CPD disability and test whether the impact of psychological functioning on disability differs according to the chronicity of the pain problem.
Disability in Chronic Pain
Chronic pain disorder is a public health problem in western countries, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] and CPD disability fortifies the human, societal, and economic burden induced by the disorder. Central in its development is the ''disuse syndrome, '' 29,30 referring to detrimental changes in the musculoskeletal system due to prolonged avoidance of movement and activity. The process at stake is ''deconditioning,'' the progressive worsening of physical fitness as a result of reduced muscular activity and (bed) rest. 23 The sparing of the body, adequate to recover from acute pain, is counterproductive in chronic pain. Fear of pain and movement-although understandable from the patients' point of view-may be essential in steering chronic pain disability and its maintenance. 23, 31, 32 In CPD, impaired physical capacity and immobility seem to persist relatively independent from the level of pain. 33, 34 Self-reported physical capacity 35 and activity 36 was shown to be weakly related to pain levels, whereas actual mobility was independent of pain intensity in a test situation, even in patients with CPD who had acknowledged the connection between pain and immobility in an interview. 37 
Psychological Pain Responses and Chronic Pain Disability
Three sets of psychological pain responses were distinguished in the present study. 1 Fear-avoidance responses are related to CPD disability. [38] [39] [40] According to behavioral learning theory, pain-related fear (fear of pain and of movement inducing pain) is the key conditioned stimulus in CPD and avoidance behavior the key conditioned response. 41, 42 With time, fear-induced overprediction of pain is thought to fuel generalized and excessive avoidance behavior in the absence of nociceptive stimulation, which is resistant to change as long as avoidance sustains the overprediction. 42 Pain-related fear was also found to be associated with the reporting of nonspecific bodily sensations 43 and attention to pain. 44 More specifically, it was shown that patients with chronic pain with elevated pain-related fear habitually attend to somatic sensations, 45 have difficulty disengaging from pain information, 46 and exhibit more selective attention to pain with higher pain intensity. 47 Thus, bodily vigilance, the increased attention to body sensations and pain, may interact with fear in steering CPD disability. Cognitive responses to pain are also relevant to CPD disability. There is considerable evidence that catastrophizing, proposed as one of the main determinants of fear avoidance, 23 is related to CPD disability 21, 39, 40, [48] [49] [50] [51] even when the analysis controlled for the impact of pain. We identified it as the dominant predictor of CPD pain intensity in part I of this study and suggested that it may, in concert with fear and vigilance, drive the downward spiral of behavioral avoidance, immobility, and disability in CPD.
1 Other maladaptive cognitive responses, which are thought to aggravate the suffering from pain and to influence pain behavior, are negative self-statements, 52 hopelessness/helplessness 53 (for a review, see Jensen et al 54 )
, and lack of control over the pain. 39, 55 Last, spousal solicitous and punishing responses are important. Solicitous spousal reinforcement of pain behavior may inadvertently maintain the patient's disability. 56 It was found to reduce actual physical functioning 57, 58 and to be associated with interference of pain with the patients' lives. 59 On the other hand, spousal punishment of pain behavior, defined as ''passive positive spousal reinforcement'' or ''low spousal solicitude,'' was found to increase physical activity in CPD. 58, 60, 61 Spousal responses to the well behavior of the patients have been less investigated. According to one study, spousal reinforcement of well behavior increased actual walking speed in CPD. 62 
Focus of the Present Study
The present part II of the study concerns the association between fear avoidance, cognitive, and spousal responses to pain and 4 aspects of disability (physical capacity, mental capacity, pain interference with activities, and immobility due to pain), established with methods that control for recall bias and account for different sources of variance in the data.
The research issues concern: 1) the extent to which psychological pain responses statistically predict CPD disability; and 2) the differences in these predictions between patients with pain in the chronic (.12 months), recently chronic (6-12 months), and prechronic (3-6 months) phase of CPD development. Regarding issue 1, we expect to confirm the general consensus that psychological functioning predicts disability in chronic pain with results derived from real-time data (eg, without reliance on retrospective study.) 63 We also expect that pain intensity predicts disability in CPD. Consequently, we will control for the impact of pain intensity when establishing the impact of psychological pain responses on CPD disability. Regarding issue 2, we expect the association between psychological functioning and CPD disability to build up and strengthen with longer pain duration. We acknowledge in advance that the present study cannot produce psychological predictors of transitions from prechronic to recently and persistently chronic pain. Nevertheless, prediction differences between groups of different pain duration can shed light on which aspects of psychological functioning and disability in CPD should primarily be pursued to approach the issue of CPD maintenance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We refer to part I of the study for detailed information regarding the materials and methods, in particular regarding the construction and content of the electronic diary and characteristics of the method, sampling process, and diary data. 1 The sections below are confined to summaries, supplemented with information specific to part II of the study.
Patients
Eighty patients (71% female) aged 18 to 60 years with various forms of International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) classified pain of an unknown nociceptive substrate were recruited until 2 groups, matched for pain location, age, gender, martial status and education were formed who suffered from chronic pain (N = 40, mean pain duration: 125.6 months) or recently chronic pain (N = 40, mean pain duration: 7.2 months). 45 Of the present sample, 31% suffered from cervical pain, 21% from pain in lower back and spine, 19.5% from pain in head/face/shoulders and upper limbs, 9% from pain in lower limbs or abdomen, and 19.5% from pain in more than 3 major sites. The latter group was broken down in 2 subgroups of recently chronic (N = 25, mean pain duration: 8.9 months) and prechronic pain (N = 15, mean pain duration: 4.3 months), comparable with respect to age, gender, and marital status, whereas differences in educational level and extent of full-time work were not significant. In the 3 groups, pain severity was equal, medication use (mostly nonsteroid analgesics) and comorbid conditions were similar, but pain location according to the IASP classification 64 differed: pain in more than 3 major sites of the body was reported by, respectively, 32% of the patients with persistently chronic, 8.3% of those with recently chronic, and 6.7% of those with prechronic pain. Multiple pain locations were not significantly associated with pain intensity, however, and had no impact on the psychological prediction of pain intensity. 1 
Electronic Momentary Assessment Measurements
Diary data were collected with palmtop computers during 4 weeks, 4 times per day, which prompted the recording with a beeping signal that occurred randomly within 2-hour time frames between, respectively, 8:00 and 11:00 AM, 11:30 AM and 2:30 PM, 3:00 and 6:00 PM, and 6:30 and 9:30 PM. Unanswered signals were repeated after 5 minutes and, when not answered, were automatically coded as missing. Per day, patients were allowed to skip 1 signal in succession in case of inconvenience. The diary contained 84 items and took about 5 minutes to be completed. Table 1 summarizes the diary items for psychological pain responses and 4 aspects of disability.
The items for pain intensity, fear-avoidance responses, and physical and mental capacity occurred in each diary (N = 7121). The items for cognitive pain responses, pain interference with activities, and immobility (sitting or lying down due to pain) occurred only when the patient was in actual pain (N = 5057). Spousal responses were assessed only when the spouse was actually present and the patient was in actual pain at the moment of recording (N = 1469). The construction of the ESM items for pain intensity and the fear avoidance, cognitive, and spousal pain responses was outlined in part I of the study. 1 The items for physical capacity were partly adapted from the MOS short-form health survey (SF-36). 65 The remaining items were self-designed and subjected to a procedure of interjudge accordance. A pilot study established the feasibility and acceptability of the ESM diary and method.
Data Preparation
The total data set included 7121 diaries exclusive of 17.2% signals that were missed. Cronbach a coefficients secured the reliability of pain responses assessed by more than 1 ESM item (Table 1 ; range: 0.43-0.93). Scores of these items were summed after reversing of the polarity where appropriate. Immobility due to pain was rated by assigning score 1 to sitting and score 2 to lying down because of the pain. Score 0 was assigned to all other entries, when the patient was either in pain but not sitting or lying down because of it or when the patient was sitting or lying down but this was not due to the pain. Pain duration was coded with a dummy variable for 2 separate comparisons of, respectively, patients with pain for 3 to 6 months (N = 15; code 0) to those with pain more than 6 months (N = 65; code 1) and of patients with pain #12 months (N = 40, code 0) to those with pain more than 12 months (N = 40; code 1).
Data Analysis
The diary measurements vary among patients but also within patients, both in days and in time throughout the day. A multilevel regression approach, 66 recommended for these types of data, 67 was used to adequately account for the hierarchical nesting of the data in 1 between-patient and 2 within-patient levels (day and beep signal). Multilevel modeling (MLn) fits a curve for the dependent variable (here: the respective aspects of disability) for each patient. This is necessary because of the interdependency of the within-patient measures at the day or beep level. The analysis consists of fitting a fixed set of models for the separate testing of the 3 sets of, respectively, fear-avoidance, cognitive, and spousal pain responses as predictors of each of the disability variables. The term ''predictor'' is used in the statistical sense and refers to the power of a given psychological variable to significantly explain variance in CPD disability.
The intercept-only or empty model (model 1) decomposed the total variance in the dependent disability variable into 3 proportions, representing the random variance occurring at the patient, day, and beep level of the data. Model 2 accounted for trends in the disability variable induced by time of day and served as basis for the subsequent testing of the predictor variables. Model 3 established the disability variance explained, per level, by pain intensity. In model 4, the psychological pain responses were added to pain intensity as predictors of disability. The 3 sets of psychological pain responses were first tested separately; significant predictors were then entered simultaneously into the model 4 testing. When pain was experienced Immobility due to pain --(after responding to items regarding sitting or lying down at the moment of the beep) I was sitting because of the pain Yes/no When pain was experienced I was lying down because of the pain *Anchored 1 (none), 4 (moderate), 7 (severe). †Anchored 1 (not at all), 4 (moderately), 7 (very much).
The impact of pain intensity on disability was controlled for by subtracting, per level, the proportions of variance explained by pain intensity (model 3) from the proportions of variance explained by pain and the psychological variables (model 4). The last step was to calculate the percentages of disability variance explained by pain intensity and explained by psychological pain responses while controlling for the impact of pain intensity as proportions of the total random variance as established in model 2.
To determine the impact of pain duration, 2 separate comparisons were conducted to assess: 1) differences among the 15 patients with prechronic pain versus the remaining 65 patients; and 2) differences among the 40 patients with prechronic or recently chronic pain versus the 40 patients with persistently chronic pain. For this purpose, the variables that had emerged from model 4 as significant disability predictors were centered (which was required because none of the variables contained zero values) and interactions between pain duration and the centered predictor variables were established. These interaction terms were then entered into the equation.
RESULTS
Characteristics of the Diary Variables
Presented here are the descriptive characteristics of the diary ratings of disability, computed after data aggregation per patient to account for the within-patient dependency in the diary data ( Table 2) . Average physical and mental capacity decreased, and pain interference with activities as well as immobility due to pain increased with pain duration, but between-group differences were not significant. Pain intensity and psychological pain responses also did not differ significantly between the groups (see Table 2 of part I of the study), although, as in disability, the scores were more favorable with shorter pain duration. Only in immobility due to pain did variability increase substantially when pain entered the chronic stage. Table 3 presents Pearson product-moment (PM) correlations for the disability variables. Immobility due to pain, the behavioral disability measure, is highly independent of the other measures. Physical and mental capacity share 25% (r = 0.48) of the variance and share, respectively, about 6% (r = 0.37) and 5% (r = 0.23) with pain interference.
Significant MLn results regarding the prediction of the 4 disability variables are presented in the Tables 4 through 7; the beta coefficients reflect the relative predictive power of pain intensity and the psychological pain responses. Displayed are the distribution of the random or unexplained disability variance over the patient, day, and beep level (model 1) controlled for time-dependent trends (model 2), as well as the percentages of disability variance (R The beta coefficients show that pain intensity clearly predicts CPD disability but psychological pain responses did so as well. Compared to pain intensity: 1) avoidance behavior predicted immobility due to pain better (beta: 0.20 versus 0.16 in the separate and 0.16 versus 0.13 in the simultaneous testing) as did spousal punishment of well behavior (0.15 versus 0.13 in the simultaneous testing); 2) pain-related fear predicted pain interference with activities more strongly (beta: 0.30 versus 0.21 and 0.26 versus 0.20) and catastrophizing predicted it equally strong; and 3) negative self-statements, optimism, and catastrophizing predicted mental capacity better (20.14, 0.13, 20.10, respectively, versus 0.10 in the separate testing), which was confirmed for optimism (0.15 versus 0.12) in the simultaneous testing.
Tables 4 through 7 also show that the distribution of the random variance differed between the disability variables. In physical and mental capacity, the variance was mainly due to between-patient differences (76% to 82% and 63% to 66%, respectively). In pain interference with activities and in immobility due to pain, anchored to pain and actual activities or resting behavior, most of the variance was due to differences Tested with ANOVA for 3 groups and post hoc t tests; between-group differences not significant. Tables 4 through 7) were calculated per level, whereas the crucial outcomes are the explained proportions of the total random variance in disability. This was established by calculating the percentage of explained variance per level as a proportion of the random variance attributed to that level for the significant predictor variables. (For example: according to model 4 in Table 4 , pain intensity and psychological pain responses explained 18% of the total variance in physical capacity (22% {variance explained at the patient level} 3 76% {proportion of the total random variance attributed to the patient level}). To control for the impact of pain intensity on the psychological prediction of disability, the variance explained by pain intensity (model 3) was subtracted from the variance explained in the same disability measure by pain and the psychological predictors (model 4). Table 8 summarizes these calculations for the outcomes of the simultaneous testing, presented as the last analyses in Tables 4 through 7. According to Table 8 , pain intensity explained 5% to 13% of the between-patient variance and 9% to 19% of the total random variance in CPD disability. Beyond or on top of this, psychological pain responses explained 2.5% to 12.5% of the between-patient and 7.5% to 16.5% of the total disability variance. In immobility due to pain, the behavioral disability measure, the variance accounted for by psychological pain responses almost equaled that explained by pain in the first place. In impaired physical capacity and pain interference with activities, psychological pain responses added about 50% to the variance accounted for by pain intensity, and in impaired mental capacity, the variance explained by psychological pain responses was almost twice that already explained by pain intensity. The testing of between-group differences in the prediction of disability yielded 3 significant interaction effects (P = 0.000) that added, however, only about 1% to the variance explained at the patient level, implying that the between-group differences are small. In patients with recently and persistently chronic pain (.6 months), immobility due to pain was better predicted by, respectively, avoidance behavior (beta: 0.27) and catastrophizing (0.19) than in patients with prechronic pain. And in patients with persistently chronic pain (.12 months), catastrophizing predicted impaired physical capacity better than in patients with pain of shorter duration.
Differences in Prediction Between
DISCUSSION
The present results regarding the psychological prediction of CPD disability were obtained with an electronic ESM diary that produced no instrument reactivity, was well tolerated, and kept with high compliance. The method yielded more than 7100 reliable recordings in 80 patients with CPD. 19 Special care was taken to disseminate to what extent 4 aspects of CPD disability were explained by, respectively, pain intensity and psychological pain responses exhibited by the patients and their spouses and whether differences in these predictions occurred in patients differing in pain duration. The following discussion in our view is equally relevant to CPD research and clinical practice. Therefore, we will not systematically distinguish between the two.
Between-patient differences accounted for most of the random variance in physical (about 80%) and mental (about 65%) capacity. To a lesser extent, this also applied to pain intensity (about 56%). 1 These percentages reflect the degree to which the variables depended on patient characteristics that were relatively stable over the 4 weeks of diary recording. In the other 2 disability variables, however, differences in time of day accounted for most of the random variance: 58% in pain interference with activities and 76% in immobility due to pain. Three reasons may account for this difference between the disability variables. First, physical and mental capacity pertained to subjective states, whereas the latter variables pertained to behavior. Actual activity and mobility or resting behavior depend in part on daily routines with fixed schedules, such as household chores, preparing or having meals, watching TV or taking walks, breaks, and naps. Although the diary keeping was randomized within 2-hour time frames and thus varied between days, fixed routines could have induced some similarity in the time dependencies across the patients. Second, pain interference and immobility were anchored to actual pain, and time variance may also be due to the fact that 30% of the pain intensity variance depended on time of day. 1 Third, although pain intensity increased across the day, immobility did not. The entries showed that immobility due to pain occurred mostly in the morning, which added to the time variance. Most likely, this predominance was due to morning stiffness, which cannot be ascertained from the present data-that in turn may be a consequence of disuse or ''deconditioning'' and thus be pain-related. In summary, the disability variables differed intrinsically regarding whether or not actual pain and behavioral functioning was tapped, and this explains differences in the amount of momentary variance. Thus, if CPD disability depends on CPD pain, which was shown to be the case, then pain will unavoidably produce built-in ''true'' momentary variance in the disability variables. Supposing that the assessment of CPD disability should be tailored specifically to the pain that induced it, and presuming that behavioral measures of decreased motor activity and mobility should be at the core of this assessment, then momentary realtime measurement may be essential to CPD research and clinical practice and may in the future prove to be indispensable to both areas.
In the present study, pain intensity explained 9% to 19% of the disability variance, and beyond this, psychological pain responses explained 7.5% to 16.5%. These findings exceed those of previous studies on the role of pain intensity in impaired physical capacity 35 and self-reported 36 or actual activity level 37 and indicate that pain intensity and psychological functioning both predict CPD disability. This challenges the finding that pain-related fear is more disabling than pain itself. 38 Although the latter was shown in chronic back pain, and the present study involved patients with chronic pain not confined to the musculoskeletal system, recent work in chronic back pain also detected relatively strong associations between pain intensity and disability 40, 68, 69 ; one study in particular found that pain intensity accounted for 22% of the disability variance, on top of which 24% was accounted for by psychological functioning. 40 In the present study, distinct associations between psychological pain responses and CPD disability stood out. Compared to pain intensity: 1) avoidance behavior was stronger in predicting immobility due to pain, and this was also true for spousal punishment of well behavior in the simultaneous testing; 2) pain-related fear was stronger and catastrophizing equally strong in predicting pain interference with activities; and 3) negative self-statements and optimism were stronger or equalized pain intensity in predicting impaired mental capacity.
Of the 4 aspects of CPD disability in the present study, immobility due to pain may be viewed as the most important, because it is positioned at the core of CPD ''deconditioning,'' the progressive worsening of physical fitness due to reduced muscular activity, immobilization, and (bed) rest. 23 Immobility due to pain, intended to spare the body, is counterproductive in CPD and is considered crucial to CPD maintenance. Therefore, the immobility prediction in our view deserves most attention in the present outcomes. We underscore in particular that the patients' avoidance behavior as well as the spousal responses were weak predictors of pain intensity, 1 whereas avoidance behavior and spousal punishment of well behavior were the best predictors of immobility due to pain. The spousal response at issue is tailored to immobility and concerns discouragement of movement through comments that the patient is demanding too much of his/her body and should take rest. The fact that both predictor variables are directly targeted at behavior and also that the dependent variable is behavioral may have contributed to strengthen the association. It must be acknowledged, however, that the ‡The proportions are calculated relative to the total random variance. §Per level, the difference in explained variance as compared to the previous model is calculated as proportion of the random variance attributed to that level.
k Significance of the model with respect to the previous model. {See the outcomes of the previous analysis based on the same number of diary observations. ‡The propositions are calculated relative to the total random variance. §Per level, the difference in explained variance as compared to the previous model is calculated as proportion of the variance attributed to that level. k Significance of the model with respect to the previous model. {See the outcomes of the previous analysis based on the same number of diary observations. psychological variables predicted actual pain behavior and not just behavior in general. In addition, it seems that the psychological prediction of immobility could have been far stronger given restrictions in the data that are inherent to the sampling method. According to the electronic recordings, pain intensity was not severe nor consistently present in all patients, and immobility due to pain was highly infrequent: the patients sat in 10% (N = 503) and lied down because of pain in 8% (N = 415) of the pain occasions. (Mean pain intensity ranged from 0.4 to 6.0; no pain was recorded in 0% to 88% of the diaries and 33% of the participants were free of pain in half or more of their diary recordings. 19 ) The diary data thus indicated that the pain and the immobility induced by it was considerably less severe in the present sample than was assumed on the basis of cross-sectional diagnostics. 1, 19, 70 This may have clinical implications to be addressed below. The methodological implication is that a skewed data distribution, induced by 82% zero responses in the immobility variable, very likely hampered the association between avoidance behavior and immobility due to pain. With regard to the spousal responses the obstruction may have been even more severe, because the measurement was confined to 21% of the diary data, when the spouse was actually present while the patient was in pain. We take this as evidence that avoidance in the patient and discouragement of movement expressed by the spouse are important in CPD immobility and should be pursued and accounted for in CPD disability. But the findings also substantiated the role of pain-related fear [38] [39] [40] and catastrophizing. 21, 39, 40, [48] [49] [50] [51] These cognitive-affective pain responses were shown to be relevant to pain interference in particular, based on measurements taken while the patients were in pain and conducted everyday life activities that did not, however, necessarily strain the musculoskeletal system. Furthermore, the relevance of psychological functioning in CPD-related functional state was supported, especially regarding the role of pain-related fear in physical impairment, and the findings added emphasis to negative self-statements and optimism in the prediction of mental impairment in CPD. We therefore conclude that our study firmly corroborates the role of psychological factors in CPD disability. Regarding the relative importance of the variables, immobility due to pain and pain interference with activity, (both anchored to actual pain and behavior) in our view are the most important measures of disability, whereas both the patients' and the spouses' pain responses emerged from our study as relevant predictors in CPD. We underscore again 1 that spousal pain responses are intrinsically difficult to measure because these pertain to pain behavior in the patient as observed by the spouse. Real-time measurement approaches in vivo observation as closely as possible and may offer an important contribution to the measurement of responses of significant others to pain behavior in CPD.
The present study also dealt with predictor differences between patients with shorter and longer pain duration. Immobility due to pain was better predicted by avoidance behavior and by catastrophizing in patients with chronic (.6 months) than in those with prechronic pain. And in patients with persistently chronic pain (.12 months), catastrophizing predicted impaired physical capacity more strongly than in those with shorter pain duration. The results were highly significant (P = 0.000), but between-group differences were small. Still, we will reflect on 2 aspects of these findings, given the relevance of identifying predictors of transition in chronic pain stages 63 for the prevention of chronicity. First, the patients' internal pain responses were almost equal in the groups, but pain intensity tended to be higher in those that had passed the 6-month threshold for chronicity (see Table 2 of part I 1 ) and the same occurred in immobility due to pain: patients with prechronic pain sat or lied down because of pain in 6% of the pain diaries, whereas this was 15% to 16% in patients with chronic pain (see Table 2 ). With this doubling of immobility due to pain when pain entered the chronic stage, which remained stable thereafter, the impact of psychological functioning on immobility also increased significantly. We take this to indicate that the association between immobility and, respectively, catastrophizing (the exaggerated negative interpretation of pain that may account for its ''overprediction'') and avoidance behavior appears to not exist from the onset of the pain problem but seems to build up within the first months, of which the third to sixth month of pain existence may be particularly relevant. Second, the spousal pain responses were highly independent from those exhibited by the patients. 1 Of these, spousal discouragement of movement tended to be higher in chronic than in prechronic pain [as did spousal reinforcement of pain behavior, which shared 50% in variance (r = 0.71) with discouragement of movement] and, in addition, predicted immobility due to pain. Could it thus be that spousal responses also affect immobility due to pain not from the start but gain impact after pain enters the chronic stage? We acknowledge that the above ideas are highly speculative, but in our view, they deserve further study. For that purpose, it is important to review limitations of the present study, which pertain in part to these issues.
The most important limitations of this study concern the construction of some of the diary variables and the relatively small numbers of patients, particularly in the group with prechronic pain. The small number of 15 patients unmistakably hampers conclusions concerning differences between prechronic and chronic pain and the meaning of the predictions detected in this regard. This is the case notwithstanding the fact that valid answers to the issue of ''transition predictors'' in our view require longitudinal prospective investigations in the same patients following pain from its onset through at least the first year of existence. Regarding the diary variables, we must emphasize that strong developments in the field of attentional processes in chronic pain produced new and challenging knowledge and include the development of an instrument (The Pain Vigilance and Awareness Questionnaire, or PVAQ 71 ), which was not yet available when we designed the present electronic diary. Consequently, the covering of (increased) attention was rather rudimentary as well as incomplete, with the eminent shortcoming that attention to pain was not distinguished from attention to bodily symptoms and thus not separately measured. Notwithstanding this limitation, however, the present variable for ''bodily vigilance'' was shown to be important to the prediction of CPD pain intensity. 1 Second, of the spousal pain responses, punishment of pain behavior was not relevant to the present predictions, whereas the remaining spousal variables shared 38% to 50% in variance, indicating 1 underlying type of response. These spousal variables predicted pain intensity and disability differentially; however, the polarity of the variable ''reinforcement of well behavior'' was consistently opposite to that of the other 2 variables. Last, the study did not cover immobility in response to anticipated pain, which in retrospect is regrettable. Immobility was assessed exclusively when pain was perceived, and avoidance behavior predicted this type of immobility. The addition of diary items directly inquiring about immobility in response to anticipated pain (that is, without pain nociception) could have clarified whether excessive avoidance behavior continued to affect immobility in the absence of nociceptive stimulation in this group of patients with chronic pain not restricted to the musculoskeletal system. It is an intriguing finding that immobility due to pain occurred in only 18% of the occasions that the present patients were in actual pain. With regard to CPD theory, one could argue that this finding questions the general importance of ''deconditioning'' or disuse in broadly classified chronic pain. If disuse were at stake in these patients, it might be confined to primarily inducing morning stiffness. And if disuse were not at the core of broadly defined chronic pain, this could imply for clinical practice that the nonpharmacological treatment of these patients could focus primarily on the amelioration or prevention of maladaptive suffering. 1 This may include acceptance to counteract catastrophizing, 72 exposure in vivo to lower fear-avoidance, 73 and attentional strategies to modify vigilance, 74 to name a few approaches that are recently being developed.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the present study singled out pain intensity as a predictor of CPD disability, but fear-avoidance, cognitive, and spousal predictors also emerged, added independently to the prediction, and should therefore be carefully assessed in diagnosing CPD. Immobility due to pain was better predicted in chronic (.6 months) than in prechronic pain, and physical impairment, a subjective measure of functional state, was best predicted in persistently chronic pain (.12 months). Keeping in mind that the analyses established associations, not causal relations, between psychological functioning and disability in CPD, we conclude from this study that pain and psychological variables explain CPD disability and that the results substantiate the relevance of psychological functioning in CPD disability. ‡The propositions are calculated relative to the total random variance. §Per level, the difference in explained variance as compared to the previous model is calculated as proportion of the random variance attributed to that level.
k Significance of the model with respect to the previous model. {See the outcomes of the previous analysis based on the same number of diary observations.
